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Abstract

In this paper, we study the multi-armed bandit problem from an optimization perspective.
In this problem, a decision-maker is faced with a �xed arm set and needs to design a strategy to
pull an arm to minimize the cumulative loss, termed regret. At each round, the decision-maker
adapts the pulling strategy by solving an optimization problem (OP), and the solution of OP
is a probability distribution over all arms. Speci�cally, we consider two online optimization
frameworks for OP, including follow-the-regularized-leader (FTRL) and online mirror descent
(OMD). Our results show that both FTRL and OMD with a time-invariant learning rate and
a proper entropy regularizer, will be reduced to a conventional bandit algorithm, called Exp3.
Apart from equivalence, we also show that both methods are not the same when adopting a
time-variant learning rate. We conduct numerical experiments to show that OP-based approach
outperforms upper con�dence bound (UCB) which is designed from a frequentist-statistical
perspective. Our experiments also show that FTRL-based method, in general, outperforms
OMD-based method, which is tuned with existing theoretical analysis.

1 Introduction

The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem is a powerful framework to capture the exploration-
exploitation tradeo� in the decision-making problems, including channel allocation Shi et al. (2020);
Darak and Hanawal (2019), path routing Zhou et al. (2019), and crowdsourcing Abraham et al.
(2013). In the standard MAB model, the decision-maker sequentially pulls arms from an arm set,
and then observes the corresponding loss. The objective of the decision-maker is to design a strat-
egy to pull arms, in order to maximize the cumulative rewards, or in turn minimize the cumulative
learning loss. Most existing works typically study the MAB problem from a frequentist-statistical
perspective, i.e., the pulling strategy is established upon a high-probability con�dence interval. In
particular, the con�dence interval serves as the exploration purpose, whereas the available obser-
vations are used to exploit. A famous example is Upper Con�dence Bound (UCB) algorithm Auer
et al. (2002a) that explores unknown arms within a con�dence interval that will gradually shrink
with the increase of available information of unknown arms.
Recently, some works Zimmert and Seldin (2019); Amir et al. (2020); Zimmert and Seldin (2021); Ito
(2021); Masoudian and Seldin (2021); Erez and Koren (2021) show surprising results that the pulling
strategy can also be designed from the optimization-based perspective, and it achieves superior
results, compared with conventional bandit algorithms, e.g., UCB. Motivated by this, this paper
aims to survey recent progress which regards the exploration-exploitation trade-o� in MAB problem
as an optimization problem. Then, we show some equivalence between OP-based bandit algorithm
and classical algorithms. Finally, we use extensive experiments to corroborate the superiority of
optimization-based bandit algorithm.
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Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related
works. In Section 3, we formulate the setup and the primal problem. Section 4 presents a general
OP-based framework of bandit learning and shows the equivalence between OP-based algorithm
and two classical bandit algorithms. In Section 5, we present the regret bound and computational
complexity. Finally, in Section 6, we conduct numerical experiments to corroborate our analysis.

2 Related Work

Multi-armed bandit problem is typically studied from a frequentist-statistical perspective Auer et al.
(2002a); Bubeck et al. (2013); Agrawal and Goyal (2012); Garivier et al. (2016) until recent progress
in optimization-based framework which achieves surprising results in not only basic K-armed bandit
setup Zimmert et al. (2019); Zimmert and Seldin (2021); Masoudian and Seldin (2021); Ito (2021),
but also many variants Erez and Koren (2021); Zimmert and Seldin (2020). Abernethy et al. (2015)
makes an early attempt in this direction starts from follow-the-regularized-leader (FTRL) scheme
and shows O(

√
T ) regret bound, where T is a �nite time horizon. This result matches the regret

bound of the most classical adversarial bandit algorithm, Exp3 Auer et al. (2002b). However,
when the environment generates the stochastic loss, i.e., the losses of arms are generated from �xed
and unknown distributions, it cannot be improved to the O(log T ) regret bound (ignoring the arm
gap for simplicity). To address this issue, Zimmert and Seldin (2020) shows that when choosing
a hybrid regularizer and adopting a time-variant learning rate, FTRL framework can achieve the
best of both worlds, i.e., achieving O(log T ) bound if the loss is stochastic, and achieving O(

√
T )

bound if the loss is adversarial. Subsequently, Zimmert and Seldin (2021) shows that incorporating
the Tsalis entropy with online mirror descent (OMD) framework can also achieve the best of both
worlds. However, both optimization-based scheme requires an assumption that the optimal arm is
unique, which in general, is not the case. The experiments in Zimmert and Seldin (2021) show that
OMD works well even if there exist multiple optimal arms. Ito (2021) resolves this open problem
by adopting a key technique, skewed Bregman divergence.
Apart from the most relevant works in the basic K-armed bandit setting, FTRL/OMD technique is
also used in many variants. Zimmert and Seldin (2021); Ito (2021) shows that FTRL/OMD-based
technique can be naturally used to achieve the optimal result in the corrupted bandit problem
Lykouris et al. (2018), thanks to the self-bounding property (refer to Zimmert and Seldin (2021)
for more details). Erez and Koren (2021) studies the bandit problem with graph feedback, and it
achieves a bound with the dependence of clique covering number. The FTRL-based technique is
extended to combinatorial bandit problem Zimmert et al. (2019) where the decision-maker needs
to select an assortment from base arms, and also extended to delayed feedback setup Zimmert and
Seldin (2020). Besides, these techniques are also well applicable for Markov decision process (MDP)
with transition prior Jin and Luo (2020) and unknown transition Jin et al. (2021).

3 Problem Setting

The decision-maker is faced with a �xed arm set [K] = {1, 2, · · · ,K}. The interaction between the
decision-maker and environment proceeds with t = 1, ..., T as

1 Environment picks a loss1 vector ℓt ∈ [0, 1]K with i-th entry ℓt,i ∈ [0, 1].

2 Decision-maker designs a probability distribution pt = (pt,1, · · · , pt,K) by solving an optimization
problem (OP).

1Some literature use reward rt,i, and we note that analyzing both are equivalent, in the sense that ℓt,i = 1− rt,i.
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Algorithm 1 OP-based bandit framework

Input: Time horizon T , learning rate ηt, con�dence δ ∈ (0, 1).
Initialization: Set pt,i =

1
K for ∀i ∈ [K].

1: for t = 1, ..., T do

2: Sample It ∼ pt and observe loss ℓIt .
3: Construct estimator ℓ̂t,i for each i ∈ [K] by Eq. (6) or Eq. (7).
4: Update probability distribution pt,i for each i ∈ [K] by Eq. (4) or Eq. (5).
5: end for

3 Decision-maker pulls an arm It ∼ pt and observes loss ℓIt .

At each round t, the decision-maker solves OP to get pt+1 by solving OP. Let Φ be a regularizer that
will be chosen later and DΦ(x, y) is a Φ-induced measure between x and y. This paper considers
two optimization schemes, including FTRL and OMD as:

FTRL: p1 = argmin
p∈∆

Φ(p), pt+1 = argmin
p∈∆

ηt⟨p, X̂t⟩+Φ(p),

OMD: p1 = argmin
p∈∆

Φ(p), pt+1 = argmin
p∈∆

ηt⟨p, X̂t⟩+DΦ(p, pt),

where X̂t is the estimation up to round t that will be speci�ed later and ηt > 0 is the learning rate
and ∆ is a probability simplex given as:

∆ =

{
(pt,1, · · · , pt,K) :

K∑
i=1

pt,i and pt,i ≥ 0 for ∀i ∈ [K]

}
.

Let {Ft}∞t=0 be a �ltration such that Ft = σ(ℓ1, · · · , ℓt, I1, · · · , It). We assume that the generation
of loss is adaptive, in the sense that the loss vector ℓt selected by the environment at round t is
Ft−1-measurable. The performance of the learning process is evaluated by pseudo-regret RT as:

RT = E

[
T∑
t=1

ℓIt

]
− min

i∈[K]
E

[
T∑
t=1

ℓt,i

]
.

4 Algorithm

In this section, we present OP-based algorithm for bandit learning in Algorithm 1. In what follows,
we �rst show the regularizer used for OP, and then provide two ways to constructing the estimator,
both of which enjoy di�erent properties. Finally, we theoretically show the equivalence of OMD,
FTRL, and Exp3.

4.1 Entropy-based regularizer

FTRL optimization. We choose Φ as the negative Shannon entropy. The primal problem is as:

min
w∈∆

F (w), where F (w) = ηt⟨w, X̂t⟩+
K∑
i=1

pi log pi.
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De�ne Lagrangian L(w, λ, β) as:

L(w, λ, β) = ηt⟨w, X̂t⟩+
K∑
i=1

pi log pi + λ
(
w⊤1− 1

)
− β⊤w.

De�ne g(λ, β) as the Lagrangian dual function. The dual problem is as:

max
λ,β≥0

g(λ, β) ,where g(λ, β) = min
w∈∆

L(w, λ, β).

From KKT conditions, we know that

ηtX̂t,i + 1 + log(p⋆i ) + λ− βi = 0, (1)

β⋆
i ≥ 0,

K∑
i=1

p⋆i = 1, (2)

β⋆
i p

⋆
i = 0, (3)

p⋆i ≥ 0.

Note that Eq. (1) yields

p∗i = exp
(
−ηtX̂t,i − 1− λ⋆ + β⋆

i

)
.

Using Eq. (3), we have that β⋆
i = 0, and thus, the above equally gives

p∗i =
exp

(
−ηtX̂t,i

)
exp (λ⋆ + 1)

.

Then, Eq. (2) gives

K∑
i=1

exp
(
−ηtX̂t,i − 1− λ⋆

)
= 1 −→

K∑
i=1

exp
(
−ηtX̂t,i

)
= exp (λ⋆ + 1) .

Combining all the above, we have that

p∗i =
exp

(
−ηtX̂t,i

)
∑K

j=1 exp
(
−ηtX̂t,i

) . (4)

OMD optimization. We choose DΦ(x, y) = Φ(x)−Φ(y)−⟨x− y,∇Φ(y)⟩ as Bregman divergence
between x and y induced by function Φ, and pick negative Shannon entropy as Φ. From these
choices, one can get

DΦ(p, pt) =Φ(p)− Φ(pt)− ⟨p− pt,∇Φ(pt)⟩ =
K∑
i=1

pi log
pi
pt,i

.
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The primal problem is written as:

min
w∈∆

F (w),where F (w) = ηt⟨w, X̂t⟩+
K∑
i=1

pi log
pi
pt,i

.

De�ne Lagrangian L(w, λ, β) as:

L(w, λ, β) = ηt⟨w, X̂t⟩+
K∑
i=1

pi log
pi
pt,i

+ λ
(
w⊤1− 1

)
− β⊤w.

De�ne g(λ, β) as the Lagrangian dual function. The dual problem is as:

max
λ,β≥0

g(λ, β),where g(λ, β) = min
w∈∆

L(w, λ, β).

Here, one can repeat the arguments in FTRL part and get the result as:

p∗i =
pt,i exp

(
−ηtX̂t,i

)
∑K

j=1 pt,j exp
(
−ηtX̂t,j

) . (5)

4.2 Estimator

In this subsection, we consider the way to constructing the estimator. Let ℓ̂t be the estimated
loss of the observed loss ℓt. We adopt a widely-used way, called importance-weighted sampling, to
construct unbiased estimation Auer et al. (2002b) as:

ℓ̂t,i =
1{It = i}ℓt,i

pt,i
. (6)

One can see that Eq. (6) enjoys the conditionally unbiased property because

E[ℓ̂t,i|Ft−1] = E

[
1{It = i}ℓt,i

pt,i

∣∣∣∣∣Ft−1

]
= ℓt,i, E[ℓ̂2t,i|Ft−1] = E

[
1{It = i}ℓ2t,i

w2
t,i

∣∣∣∣∣Ft−1

]
=

ℓ2t,i
pt,i

,

where E[ℓt,i|Ft−1] = ℓt,i holds since we assume ℓt,i is Ft−1-measurable. One can see that the
second moment scales with 1/pt,i, and thus the variance will become signi�cantly large when pt,i is
su�ciently small. This implies that the algorithm may become unstable, even though it would hold
a sublinear regret in expectation. To overcome this issue, we, in light of Neu (2015), introduce an
estimator with Implicit-eXploration (IX),

ℓ̂t,i =
1{It = i}ℓt,i
pt,i + γt

, (7)

where γt > 0 is a time-varying exploration parameter. Again, one can check the conditional variance:

E[ℓ̂2t,i|Ft−1] = E

[
1{It = i}ℓ2t,i
(pt,i + γt)2

∣∣∣∣∣Ft−1

]
=

ℓ2t,ip
2
t,i

(pt,i + γt)2
≥

ℓ2t,ip
2
t,i

2w2
t,i + 2γ2t

,

where the last inequality uses AM-GM inequality. Though this construct is not unbiased, one can see
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that such an estimator guarantees a lower-bound of the second moment due to a newly-introduced
parameter γt in the denominator. By choosing a proper γt, the estimation will not deviate far away
from the unbiased one, while it can guarantee a reduced-variance performance.

4.3 On Equivalence between Exp3, FTRL, and OMD

Now, we show the way to choosing X̂t,i in Eq. (4), and also show the equivalence between Exp3,

FTRL, and OMD when choosing di�erent X̂t,i. Let us �rst consider

X̂t,i =

t∑
s=1

ℓ̂s,i, (8)

which immediately indicates that the OP can be rewritten as:

min
w∈∆

ηt

t∑
s=1

⟨w, ℓ̂s⟩+DΦ(w, pt).

One can see that the above OP falls into FTRL scheme. Note also that if we apply Eq. (8) into
Eq. (4), the update rule in Eq. (4) coincides with Exp3 algorithm (see (Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi,
2012, Chapter 3.1)).
Suppose that we choose

X̂t,i = ℓ̂t,i. (9)

Plugging the above results in the OMD update rule Eq. (5) to obtain

pt+1,i =
pt,i exp

(
−ηtℓ̂t,i

)
∑K

j=1 pt,i exp
(
−ηtℓ̂t,i

) .
Now, we choose a time time-invariant learning rate ηt = η > 0, and recursively expand ps,i for s ≤ t.

pt+1,i =
exp

(
−ηℓ̂1,i

)
· · · exp

(
−ηℓ̂t,i

)
∑K

j=1 exp
(
−ηℓ̂1,i

)
· · · exp

(
−ηℓ̂t,i

) =
exp

(
−η
∑t

s=1 ℓ̂s,i

)
∑K

j=1 exp
(
−η
∑t

s=1 ℓ̂s,i

) .
Remark 1. An interesting observation is that if we choose time-invariant learning rate ηt = η > 0,
then, both update rules will coincide with each other. On the contrary, when adopting time-variant
learning rate ηt > 0, both update rules do not match. Although both update rules have already
been shown to enjoy the same regret Õ(

√
KT )2 ignoring constant, they yield di�erent empirical

performance. Moreover, when considering some variants of basic MAB, e.g., full-information MAB,
FTRL has been proved Amir et al. (2020) to always outperform OMD.

5 Regret and Computational Complexity Analysis

In this section, we provide the regret analysis with di�erent estimators, including unbiased one
Eq. (6), and biased one with IX Eq. (6). From Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi (2012), we know that

2We use Õ(·) to hide all (poly)-logarithmic factors.
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Theorem 1. Running Algorithm 1 with learning rate ηt = η =
√

2 logK
TK and adopting the unbiased

estimator Eq. (7), incurs pseudo-regret RT upper-bounded by

RT =
√
2TK logK.

One can see that the regret bound in Theorem 1 holds for regret notion RT , i.e., holds in expectation.
A natural idea is that if one does not use pseudo-regret and instead measures the real loss as:

RT =
T∑
t=1

ℓIt − min
i∈[K]

T∑
t=1

ℓt,i.

Neu (2015) gives a high-probability regret bound of RT as follows.

Theorem 2. Running Algorithm 1 with learning rate ηt = η =
√

2 logK
TK and adopting the biased

estimator with IX Eq. (7), with probability at least 1− δ, incurs regret RT upper-bounded by

RT = 2
√

2TK logK +

(
2

√
2KT

logK
+ 1

)
log(2/δ).

Remark 2. We note that a high probability regret bound can be trivially converted to the expected
regret bound because one can choose δ = 1/T , and thus the expected regret incurred by failure
event can be upper-bounded by O(1). As a consequence, the expected regret enjoys the same order.
However, one cannot get a high-probability regret bound from the pseudo-regret bound. This is because
RT is a random variable, and we have no knowledge of the distribution of RT .

Remark 3. Note also that expected regret E[RT ] does not coincide with pseudo-regret RT in general
cases. However, the upper bound of E[RT ] directly leads to the upper bound of RT . One can use
Jensen's inequality to verify RT ≤ E[RT ] always holds, and the equality holds i� the loss vectors
are picked obliviously by the environment/adversary (refer to Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi (2012);
Lattimore and Szepesvári (2020) for more details).

Computational complexity. As the algorithm needs to solve the optimization problem at each
round, and it needs to update probability distribution over all K arms, and thus, the computational
complexity is O(KT ). Note that existing works that use OP-based methods all need this complexity,
and the way to reducing the complexity while maintaining a low regret remains open.

6 Numerical Experiments

6.1 Experimental Setup

We here conduct numerical experiments to compare the performance of OP-based algorithm with
other classical bandit algorithms, UCB Auer et al. (2002a). In the experiments, we consider K =
10 cases, and we consider stochastic loss and adversarial loss, respectively. For all the following
experiments, we �x T = 104, δ = 1/T . We assume that the loss across all arms are sampled from
Bernoulli distributions. Let µi be the mean of Bernoulli distribution of arm i. Our experiments use
the setup the same as the following table.

Arm i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Mean µi 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
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Figure 1: Comparison of regret performance with K = 10 and T = 104, where the error bar is the
standard deviation.

6.2 Experimental Results

Fig. 1a compares the regret performance by using the time-invariant learning rate ηt = η =√
2 logK/(KT ). In such a choice of η, FTRL-based Exp3 and OMD-based Exp3 are identical. For

brevity, we call this as Exp3. Fig. 1a shows the regret for Exp3 with unbiased and IX estimators.
One can see that Exp3-Unbiased outperforms Exp3-IX, but Exp3-IX enjoys a smaller standard
deviation than the one of Exp3-unbiased. This numeral results are tuned with our theoretical anal-
ysis. In particular, Theorem 1 shows that Exp3-Unbiased has the constant multiplication of

√
2

in upper bound, whereas Exp3-IX is with 2
√
2 constant multiplication in upper bound. Moreover,

Exp3-IX su�ers an additional log(1/δ), and when choosing su�ciently small δ, the regret bound
will logarithmic times larger than the upper bound of Exp3-Unbiased. Both aspects explain why
the unbiased estimator can incur a better regret result than the one with IX estimator.
Fig. 1b shows the regret performance between Exp3-Unbiased and UCB algorithm. We again use
the time-invariant learning rate ηt = η =

√
2 logK/(KT ), and we apply the same con�dence interval

3
√
log(1/δ)/(2Ti(t)) where Ti(t) is the number of pulls of arm i up to time t. We can observe that

Exp3-Unbiased signi�cantly outperform UCB. This result shows that even in the stochastic setting,
the OP-based bandit algorithm is superior to frequentist-statistical based bandit algorithm, UCB.
Fig. 2a presents the regret performance by adopting time-variant learning rate ηt =

√
2 logK/(Kt).

As we now use time-variant ηt, the update rules of FTRL-based Exp3 and OMD-based Exp3 are
di�erent. One can observe that FTRL-based Exp3 not only achieves smaller regret, but also incurs
less standard deviation. Fig. 2b evaluates the regret for two versions of Exp3 under IX estimation.
The regret performance is similar to the result in Fig. 2a, i.e., FTRL-based Exp3 again outperforms
OMD-based Exp3. These results match existing theoretical analysis Amir et al. (2020) that FTRL
in general outperforms OMD, when both methods are not equivalent.
Another interesting observation from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 is that time-variant learning rate, in most
cases, is signi�cantly better than time-invariant learning rate. This experimental results are tuned
with the results of some recent progress Zimmert and Seldin (2021); Ito (2021); Masoudian and
Seldin (2021). Speci�cally, those works show a surprising power of a dynamic ηt which can achieve
the minimax optimal rate, and the constant factor in upper bound still remains small. More
speci�cally, these works show that by using a dynamic learning rate scaling with 1/

√
t, there is a

hope to achieve O(
∑

i log T/∆i) (∆i ∈ [0, 1] is the arm gap, see Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi (2012))
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Figure 2: Comparison of regret performance with K = 10 and T = 104, where the error bar is the
standard deviation (std). Note that std is divided by 10 for exposition simplicity.

rather than Õ(
√
T ) when the loss is stochastic. One can see that when the arm gap is not too small,

O(
∑

i log T/∆i) is with logarithmic order, signi�cantly better than square-root bound Õ(
√
T ), if T

is su�ciently large.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we study the basic K-armed bandit problem from an optimization perspective. Par-
ticularly, we consider two online optimization frameworks, including FTRL and OMD. We show
that FTRL-based, OMD-based methods and classical Exp3 are equivalent when choosing a proper
regularizer.
There are a number of possible extensions. Though FTRL/OMD-based methods have shown sur-
prising results for both regret and empirical performance, it only has theoretical guarantees in
basic K-armed bandit Zimmert and Seldin (2021) and linear bandit Lee et al. (2021). It remains
open whether OMD or FTRL-based approaches can be extended to the contextual linear bandit
setup, while achieving the best of both worlds, i.e., stochastic and adversarial setting. Besides, Erez
and Koren (2021) show that FTRL-based algorithm can achieve the best of both worlds in bandit
problem with graph feedback, but it requires the graph to be strongly observable. It is interest-
ing to generalize FTRL-based method to the case that the graph is weakly observable. Finally,
as mentioned in Section 5, designing a lazy OP-based method (e.g., based on doubling trick with
epoch-based design) is also compelling.

8 Task assignment

Junyan is responsible for the problem formulation and literature review. Sijie is responsible for
conducting experiments, and coding. They do together for the paper writing and discuss for the
theoretical analysis.
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